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Since the discovery of the Jones polynomial in 1984, several polynomial
invariants of the isotopy type of knots and links in a 3-sρhere have been dis-
covered. In general, the relationships among them, together with the classical
Alexander polynomial, are as follows: the (many variable) Alexander polynomial
specializes to the reduced Alexander polynomial, the 2-variable Jones polyno-
mial, which is a skein invariant, specializes to both the reduced Alexander and
the Jones polynomials, and the Kauffman polynomial specializes to both the
Jones and the Q polynomials. Remember [17, Fig. 4]. For a 3-braid knot or
link, the 2-variable Jones and the 0 polynomials are determined by the reduced
Alexander polynomial and the exponent sum [10, 22]. This is generalized to a
formula for the 2-variable Jones polynomial [21]. For a 2-bridge knot or link,
the Q polynomial is determined by the Jones polynomial [14]. The purpose of
this paper is to consider the independency of the polynomial invariants of the
2-bridge knots and links and the closed 3-braids.

In the previous paper [13], the following examples for the 2-bridge knots
and links are constructed: arbitrarily many 2-bridge knots with the same Jones
polynomial, arbitrarily many skein equivalent 2-bridge links with the same 2-
variable Alexander polynomial, and a pair of skein equivalent 2-bridge links with
distinct 2-variable Alexander polynomials. In Sect. 3, we construct: arbitrarily
many skein equivalent fibered 2-bridge knots (Theorem 1), arbitrarily many skein
equivalent 2-bridge links with mutually distinct 2-variable Alexander polyno-
mials (Theorem 2), and arbitrarily many 2-bridge links with the same 2-variable
Alexander polynomial but mutually distinct Jones polynomials (Theorem 3).

In Sect. 4, we construct the following examples concerning the Kauffman
polynomial of the 2-bridge knots and links: a pair of skein equivalent 2-bridge
knots with the same Kauffman polynomial (Theorem 4), a pair of 2-bridge
knots with the same Kauffman polynomial but distinct Alexander polynomials
(Theorem 5), a pair of skein equivalent 2-bridge links with the same Kauffman
and 2-variable Alexander polynomials (Theorem 6), and a pair of skein equivalent
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2-bridge links with the same Kauffman polynomial but distinct 2-variable Al-
exander polynomials (Theorem 7).

In [1], Birman constructed two examples of pairs of closed 3-braids with
the same Jones polynomials each pair of the first one has distinct signatures and
the second one the same signature. In Sect. 5, the following examples are
constructed: a pair of skein equivalent 3-braid knots with distinct Kauffman
polynomials, in particular, nonamphicheiral 3-braid knots which are skein equi-
valent to their own mirror images—10^ [26, Appendix C] is one of them (Ex-
ample 5.1), four 3-braid knots with the same Jones polynomial but have mutually
distinct KaufΓman polynomials (Example 5.2), a pair of skein equivalent 3-braid
knots with the same Kauffman polynomial, in particular, a nonamphicheiral
3-braid knot K such that K and the mirror image of K are skein equivalent
and have the same Kauffman polynomial (Example 5.3). In Examples 5.2 and
5.3, we use a computer to distinguish the knot pairs.

1. Skein equivalence

We call (L+, L_, Lo) a skein triple if the Lj are identical except near one
point where they are as in Fig. 1. Skein equivalence [4, 6, 19] is the smallest
equivalence relation ' ~ ' on the set of all oriented links in S3 such that (i) if L
and L' are ambient isotopic, which we denote by L^L\ then L~L'\

(ii) if (L+, L_, Lo) and (L+, LL, LΌ) are skein triples then

(a) L+ ~ L;

+ and Lo ~ LQ implies L_

(b) L_ /^ LL and Lo ~ L'o implies L+

> LL , and

The reduced Alexander polynomial Δ(L; t)^Z[t±1/2], the Jones polynomial
V(L; t)£ΞZ[t±1/2] [9], and the 2-variable Jones polynomial P(L; I, *1, m±v\

[5, 25] (Here we adopt the recurrence relation of Lickorish and Millett [19].)
are invariants of the isotopy type of an oriented knot or link L in a 3-sphere
S3. The 2-variable Jones polynomial is defined by

P(U)=ί fortheunknot U;

lP{L+)+l-'P{LJ)+mP{LQ) = 0,

(1.1)

(1.2)
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where (L+, Z,_, Lo) is a skein triple. The reduced Alexander polynomial and

the Jones polynomial are given by the formulas:

P(L; -i, i(1*-r*)) = A(L; t), (1.3)

P(L it, i(t*-t-v*)) = V(L; t), (1.4)

where i=y/ — \. Thus the 2-variable Jones polynomial, and therefore, the

Jones and the reduced Alexander polynomials are skein invariants [19, Proposi-

tion 15].

An n-brύd is an element of the w-braid group generated by the elementary

braids Sv S2, •••, Sn_λ as shown in Fig. 2(a). An rc-braid a is called a pure n-

braid, if the left j-th point and the right 7-th point are connected by a string

for each j. An /z-knit is an element of the free semigroup with identity element

1 generated by {SJy Sj1, Sf\j=l> 2, •••, n— 1}, where Sj is the braid-like

element as shown in Fig. 2(b). For an /z-knit K, & closed w-knit is an unoriented

diagram as shown in Fig. 3(a), which we denote by /c .̂ If β is an n-braid, then

an oriented closed braid β^ is a diagram (or link according to the context) as

shown in Fig. 3(b).

Let T be a tangle and let T(m,ή) and Ύ(m,n) be oriented links with dia-

grams as shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, where the rectangle labeled n

means a 2-knit 5", «

Lemma 1.1. // TX(S, S')~T2(S, £') for 6, S'=0, 1, then Tλ{m, n)~T2(tn, n)

for all myntΞZ. In particular, if Γ(0, 1)~Γ(1, 0), then T{m}n)^T{nim) for

all m,

Proof. Since (Γf(£,n), Γ,(£, w—2), Γf (£,n—1)), ί = l , 2 and ε = 0 , 1, is a

skein triple, by induction on n, 7^(6, n)<^T2(S> n) for all n^Z. Similarly, since

n, ή), T^nι—2, ri), T^m—l, ή)) is a skein triple, by induction on m3 Tλ(ms n)

T2{m, n) for all

y+2 : j+2

(a) (b)

Fig. 2
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3

Fig. 4
(b)
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In a similar way we can prove

Lemma 1.2. / / T^S, e')~T2{S, £') for S} €'=0, oo, then T^lm, 2n)~
T2(2m, In) for all m3 n<=Z\J {oo}. In particular, if Γ(0, oo)~Γ(oo, 0), then
T(2m, 2n)^T(2n) 2m) for all my n<=Z{J {oo}. (We interpret 2oo as oo.)

2. Kauίfman polynomial

The L-polynomial AD(a, x)^Z[a±1> x±λ] [15] is a 2-variable Laurent poly-
nomial invariant of the regular isotopy type of a diagram D in the plane of an
unoriented knot or link in S3, that is, an invariant under Reidemeister moves
II and III defined by the following formulas:

Λo = 1 for a simple closed curve O

a~1Ac+ = aAc_ = ΛC(J;

) - = x(ADo+ADJ ,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where the C, are curls as shown in Fig. 5, and the Dj are diagrams identical
except near one point where they are as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5

c0

D+
D_

Fig. 6

Let D be a diagram of an oriented link L, and let the writhe of D be wy

which is the sum of the signs of the crossing points of D, according to the con-
vention explained in Fig. 7. Then the Kauffman polynomial defined by F(L\
a, x)—a~wAD(a, x) is an isotopy type invariant of an oriented knot or link in S3.
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The Jones polynomial and the Q polynomial Q(L\ x)^Z[x±1] [2,8] are given by
the following formulas [16, 17]:

F{L; - ί * r"*+P*) = V { L . t) f (2.4)

F(L; 1, x) = Q(L; x). (2.5)

+ 1
Fig. 7

The Kauffman polynomial has the following property:

Proposition 2.1.
(1) F{LX #L2)=F(L1) F(L2), where Lx #L2 is any connected sum of Lx and L2.
(2) ([15]) F(rL; a, x)=F(L; a"1, x), where rL is the mirror image of L.
(3) ([18, Theorem 3]) If L2 is a mutant of Lu then ί 1(L 1)=F(L 2).

The property (1) can be proved by using the linear skein theory, see [18].
Kauffman's bracket polynomial ( ^ G Z J i * 1 ] [16] is also an invariant of

the regular isotopy type of an unoriented link diagram defined by the following
formulas:

<(O> = 1 for a simple closed curve O (2.6)

(2.7)

> , (2.8)

where D' is the disjoint union of D and a simple closed curve, and the Dj are
as in the above. Then the Jones polynomial V(L; t) of an oriented link L hav-
ing diagram D is given by V(L\ A4)=(—Az)~wζDy. The bracket polynomial is
a special case of the L-polynomial KD{a, x) as follows:

<Z)> = Λ(D; -A3, A+A-1) (2.9)
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Fig. 9

Let Λn be the L-polynomial of the unoriented diagram DT(ή) as shown in
Fig. 8, where T is a tangle. Then from (2.2) and (2.3),

1 = xAn+a~" xA«>.

Putting An=fn A,+gn A0+hn A^ where fM,gu, hn^Z\a±λ, x±x\ we have

Let σn^Z\x±v\ and τn^Z\a±ι, x±ι~\ be the polynomials defined by: σ n _ 1 + σ Λ + 1 =
xσn> τn-x-{-τn+1=xτtt+a~nx, σ 1 = l , σ o = τ o = τ 1 = O . Note that σn is a symmetric
polynomial given in [13, Sect. 2]. Then we can express ΛM as follows:

Proposition 2.2. Λ^^σ^Λj—σ^-iΛo+T^Λoo.

Let Am>n be the L-polynomial of the unoriented diagram ΏT(m, n) as shown
in Fig. 9, where T is a tangle. Then using this proposition, we readily get

Proposition 2.3.

Amιn—Antftt =
> 1 — Λ 1 > 0 )

n—<rn τm) ( Λ 1 > o o —
n—σn-x r

Concerning the coefficients, the following holds.

Lemma 2.1. (1) σm σM_x=σΛ σm^ iff m=n.
(2) σ-w τn=σn τm iff either m^n, m=0, or n=0.
(3) σw_! τ w =σ Λ _! TW iff either m=n, m=l, or n=l.

Proof. We shall prove the "only if" part of (2). Let r$ (resp. rή) be the
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maximum (resp. minimum) α-power of any term of τΛ. By induction on n, if
τίj>2, then r^=ί—n and r$^ — 1, and if n^— 2, then r^ ^ 0 and rί = —w —1.
So if |τw|, |w|^>2, then σmτn=σnτm implies m=τz. Since τ o =τ 1 =O, τ-^x,

σ o = O , σ 1 = l , σ_!= —1, for other cases, σmτn=σnτm implies m=n or mn=0.
This completes the proof.

For the bracket polynomial, we have

Proposition 2.4. (cf. [13, Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1]).

<DT(n)> = i*fct^Π

<pT{m,n)>-<pT{n,m)y =

f ^ ((-A-T-(-A-γ) {<DT(0, oo)>_<Z)Γ(oo,

3. Skein equivalent 2-bridge knots and links

Let a be a 3-braid. We denote a 3-knit α5gi α" 1 S"* α α" 1 Sf- o: with n
even and αSf* Λ"*1 S"* a- -aSz" a'1 with n odd by a(als a2i - , #„), flt GZU {°°}
For n=0, we interpret a(au a2, ---, an) as a. If α is a pure 3-braid and α, is
even, then we denote an oriented 2-bridge knot and an oriented 2-bridge link as
shown in Fig. 10 by -K*(βlfβ2,...,«„>. If α is a trivial 3-braid, then we denote the

n is odd

n is even

Fig. 10
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2-bridge knot or link iζ,(2cli-2*i....<-i)«-12θ by D(cu c2, —, cn) as in [11, 13]. Any

2-bridge knot or link can be put in this form. Its reduced Alexander polynomial

has degree n, and so the genus is nβ or (n—1)/2 according as if n is even or odd.

See [28].

Proposition 3.1. Let aλ and a2 be pure 3-braids. If the 2-bridge knots KΛχ

and K^ are skein equivalent, then so are KΛl(2ht2b2t...t2bΛ) and Ka2(2blt2b2t...t2bn)y b^Z.

Proof. We prove by induction on n. Suppose that KΛ^2bχt2b2t...t2bp) and

0̂*2(2̂ ,2*2,-.2V a r e skein equivalent for p<n. We have a skein triple {KΛi(2blt2b2,'' ,

2bn-lt2bn-2)j ^d^b^b^-'abn-^b^y •^* i(2i l f2*2.-.2* i l- l foo)), * = 1 , 2 . SίllCe -KΛ|.(2*lf2*2. .2ίll_1.oo))

=KΛ.(2blt2b2t...t2bn_l) §Kiy where K{ is either KΛ. or rKΛ. with its orientation re-

versed, according as if n is even or odd, and so Kx and K2 are skein equivalent.

N o w KΛ.(2cit2C2f...f2Cn_lt0) is KΛi(2cit?C2...2Cft_2) or a trivial 2-comρonent link according

as if riϊ>2 or Λ = 1 , and so KΛχi2blt2b2t...>2bn) and Ka2(2bl>2b2...f2bn) are skein equivalent

by induction on bn. This completes the proof.

From Lemma 1.2, we have

Proposition 3.2. If a is a pure 3-braid, then the 2-bridge knots KΛ(2cit2C2) and

KΛ(2C2t2ci) are skein equivalent.

Using Schubert's classification theorem of 2-bridge knots and links [27],

we can prove the following in the same way as in [3, Proposition 12. 13].

L e m m a 3.1. The oriented 2-bridge knots or links D{av •••, am) and

D(bu

 m"ybn) are ambient ίsotopic iff m=n, and a—bj or a~bm_i+li ί^i^m.

We give other well-known properties of 2-bridge knots and links.

L e m m a 3.2. (cf. [27, Satz 5]). A 2-bridge knot is amphicheiral iff it has

a presentation of the form D(av a2y •••, am> am)-~, a2i aλ).

Lemma 3.3. (cf. [13, Lemma 6.3]). A 2-bridge knot or link D{aly a2ί •••, am)

is fibered iff β, = ± 1 for all i.

In [13, Theorem 6], arbitrarily many 2-bridge knots with the same Jones

polynomial are constructed. But they may not be skein equivalent to one

another. In fact, 1022 and IO35 in the table of Rolf sen [26], the simplest example

of a pair of 2-bridge knots constructed there, have distinct Alexander polynomi-

als. Here we have

Theorem 1. There exist arbitrarily many, skein equivalent, amphicheiral,

fibered, 2-bridge knots.

Proof. Let D(alt a2, •••, any an, •••, a2, aj and D(bv b2y •••, bny bn, •••, b2y bx)y

1^1 = 1^1=1 for all iy be distinct, skein equivalent, amphicheiral, fibered, 2-
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bridge knots. Then by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, the following four 2-bridge
knots are distinct, skein equivalent, amphicheiral, and ίibered:

D ( a u •••, a 2 n > 1, — a 2 n y •••, — a l y 1, a l y •••, a 2 n ) ,

D ( a l f •••, a 2 n i —I, — a 2 n , •••_> — a l y — 1, a l f •••, a 2 n ) ,

D ( b l f •••, b 2 n , —I, — b 2 n , ••-, — b u — 1, b l 9 —, i 2 Λ ) ,

where «i=^2«-»+i a n d bi=b2n_i+lJ l^i<^n. Beginning with Z)(l, 1), we get a
desired set of skein equivalent 2-bridge knots. Note that the second constructed
knots are D(l, 1, 1, - 1 , - 1 , 1, 1, 1) and D(l, 1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1,1).

For 2-bridge links, although Theorem 7 of [13] claims the existence of
arbitrarily many skein equivalent fibered 2-bridge links with the same 2-vari-
able Alexander polynomial, we have the following, which is a stronger version
of Theorem 8 in [13].

Theorem 2. There exist arbitrarily many skein equivalent 2-bridge links
which have mutually distinct 2-variable Alexander polynomials.

Proof. Let \D(aiv ai2, •••, ai2n)\ l^i<^k} be the set of skein equivalent 2-
bridge knots such that the 2k integers λ f— | an \ + | ai3 \-\ hi # ί,2»-i I > μ>i — I an I
+ lΛi4lH Hflί,2»l> 1 ^ ^ ^ > are mutually distinct. From this set, we get 2k
skein equivalent 2-bridge links {D(aiv ai2, •••, ait2ny d, — ait2ny •••, — ai2, — an)9

D(ait2ny •••, ai2, aiv d, —aiv —ai2, •••, —ait2n)\\^i^k} by Proposition 3.1 or [13,
Lemma 6.5]. Their 2-variable Alexander polynomials have ^-degrees 2λ, + \d\
— 1, 2μi-\- \d\—l> ί^i^k [11, Theorem 3], which are mutually distinct. Also
from the above set of 2-bridge knots, we get the set of 2k skein equivalent 2-
bridge knots

{ D { a i ι y •••, a i t 2 n , p , — a i t 2 n , •••, — a i l y qy a i χ y •••, a i t 2 n ) ,

by Proposition 3.1, where p and q are integers such that the 4k integers 3λf + | p |,
3 μ t + | # | , 3μ, +|.p|> 3λ, + | ? | > l^i^k, are mutually distinct. So beginning
with Z)(l, 2), we can obtain the desired set of 2-bridge links.

Conversely we have

Theorem 3. There exist arbitrarily many 2-bridge links with the same 2-
varίάble Alexander polynomial, but have mutually distinct Jones polynomials.

Proof. For a pure 3-braid ay we denote a 2-bridge link as shown in Fig.
11 by LΛ. Let us consider the 2-bridge links LΛmn, where amtn=aSlm a"1 Sln a
with a a pure 3-braid. Using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 in [13], we can readily
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compute the 2-variable Alexander polynomial of this link to obtain:

A(LamJ = Δ(L.) (mn^-lf ( ί 2 - l ) 2 Δ(Zβ) Δ(A,-.)+l>

Using Lemma 1.1 in [13], we obtain its Jones polynomial as follows:

1) μΫ V(Lβ)

475

where μv=—t1/2—t"1/2 is the Jones polynomial of the trivial 2-comρonent link.
Thus choosing a pure 3-braid a and a set {(mλ, n^, "',{mk,nk)\mini=c} ap-
propriately, we get a desired set of 2-bridge links.

Fig. 11

4. Kauffman polynomials of 2-bridge knots and links

For a 3-braid a, let GUβltΛ2f...fβn) be the unoriented diagram as shown in Fig.
12 and ΛΛ(βl,β2>...>Λj|) be its L polynomial.

n is odd

n is even

Fig. 12
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Proposition 4.1. // β is a 3-braid of the form (Sb

2i Sfc ) (•••SF*2 Sτbή and

p, q,r^Z, then

where i,j^0.

Proof. We prove only the first equation, since the proof of the second one

is similar. For i=0, the following hold:

Λj3(0,l) = ΛβQ.o) = CΓ Aβ ,

Aβ ,

where 8=x~\a-\-a~1) — l. Thus by Proposition 2.3, AP(Ptq)—AP(qtP). F o r i ^ l ,

the following hold:

l,r,~',r,O) — a Aβ(l,r,~',r) >

ί ί-i

ί T^Γ

l,r,~',r,<*>) ~ ^β(l,r,—,r) Aβ ,

i i

Λβ(oo,r, ',r,l) = = Aβ(r," ,r,l) Λβ ,

Thus by induction on i and Proposition 2.3, the first equation follows.

Theorem 4. There exist a pair of fibered, amphicheiral, skein equivalent,

2-bridge knots with the same Kauffman polynomial.

Proof. Using Proposition 3.2, Lemmas 3.1-3.3, and Proposition 4.1, we

are convinced that D(l , 1, 1, - 1 , - 1 , 1, 1, 1) and D(l , 1, - 1 , — 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1, 1)

are such a pair. See the proof of Theorem 1.

REMARK. Although D ( l , 2,ρy —2, — 1 , q, 1, 2) and Z>(1, 2, —5, —2, — 1 ,

—/>, 1, 2) are skein equivalent by Proposition 3.2, they have distinct KaufFman

polynomials. In fact, let a=Sl 5 r 4 . Then Aot(OΛ)=Aoύ(lt0), AΛihoo)=AΛAΛω,

Λfl,(oofl)=Λβ(Λβί/(1), and Λα}(oo>o)=Λα}(o,oo), where a'=Sj4 SI Since Λ Λ [ 0 ; i , 1 ]+

and Λ β Λ θ ; i . i ]+ Λ -D);- i . 1 ]=^(«δ+Λ - / ω ) , where α[0;/>,?]
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=(aSp2 a'1 Si)A (see Sect. 5), and Λ.to ^ ^ Φ Λ ^ ; l f_ l 3 applying [22, Theorem
12.2] by a calculation of computer, Λ ^

Theorem 5. There exist a pair of 2-bridge knots wiih the same Kauffman
polynomial but distinct Alexander polynomials.

Proof. The 2-bridge knots with the diagrams G^(lf_2) and Gβ^2tl)y where
β=S2 Sτ2 are such a pair. In fact the former is Z>(1, 2, — 1 , — 1 , 2, —1),
which has genus 3, and the latter is D(— 1, 1, 1, —2, 1, — 1 , 1, 1), which has
genus 4.

REMARK. At the Santa Cruz conference on Artin's braid group in July
1986, W.B.R. Lickorish mentioned the example of the two 11 crossing knots
with the same Kauffman polynomial but distinct Alexander polynomials.

In order to prove Theorem 6 below, we consider the Conway potential
function instead of the Alexander polynomial, see [4, 7]. The Conway poten-
tial function V(L; t1912, •••, ίv)eZ r[ίf1, tf1, •••, tς1] is a uniquely determined in-
variant of the isotopy type of an oriented link with v components L^Lι\}L2V}
••• (J£v> where L{ corresponds to the label t{. This is related to the Alexander
polynomial up to multiplication by a unit ±t"i t"2' fy by the following formula:

tf i f " = 1 >

Fig. 13

Let T(2m) be the oriented link as shown in Fig. 13, where the 2-braid
consists of the different components Lt and Ly. Let V2m be the potential func-
tion of T(2m). Then

Lemma 4.1. V2+V_2 = (h tj+tγ1 tj1) Vo.

Lemma 4.2. If L* is obtained from L by reversing the orientation of the
i-ih component, then V(L*; tl9 —, ti9 —, ί v ) = — V(L; tv —, ίj*1, •••, ί v).

From Lemma 4.1, we have
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Proposition 4.2. V2»=σ-rt V 2 +σ l l . 1 Vo, where σp=σq(ti tj).

Let V2w,2» be the potential function of T(2m, 2n) (Fig. 4(a)), where each
2-braid consists of the different components L{ and Lj. Then we have

V 2 W , 2 Λ

 = σ/» <*"» V 2 ,2 —O*« 0"«-l V 2 ,0 —σ"w-l ^Λ V 0 ,2 + O"ί»-1 σn-l V 0 ,0 >

and so we obtain

Proposition 4.3. V2m,2n-V2n,2m=(σm σn^-σm^ σn) (V0,2-V2,0).

Theorem 6. ΓA r̂̂  &m£ α pair of fibered, skein equivalent, 2-bridge links
with the same 2-variable Alexander and Kauffman polynomials.

Proof. Using Propositions 3.1, 4.1 and 4.3 and Lemmas 3.1-3.3 and 4.2,
we are convinced that D(ί, 1, 1, — 1 , — 1 , 1, 1, 1, — 1 , — 1 , —1) and D(l, 1, — 1 ,
— 1, — 1 , 1, 1, 1, 1, — 1 , —1) are such a pair.

Theorem 7. There exist a pair of skein equivalent 2-bridge links with the
same Kauffman polynomial but distinct 2-variable Alexander polynomials.

Proof. Let β be a 3-braid of the form (S2

2

bi S?i ) (-S2-
2i2 Sτ2bή and ft,

/, m^Z. For a 3-braid a=β(k, 21, m), let ί Λ be the oriented 2-bridge knot or
link as shown in Fig. 14. Consider the pair of 2-bridge knots or links Lβ(pt2r,q)
and Lβ(qt2rtP), where p, qyr^Z. From Proposition 4.1, they have the same
Kauffman polynomial. Since Lβ(lt2rt0)^Lβ(0>2rΛ)y by Lemma 1.1, Lβ(Pt2rtq) and
Lβ(qf2rtP) are skein equivalent.

Lβ(pt2ftq) is a 2-bridge link, iff both p and q are odd or even. If both p and
q are even, then Lβ(Pt2rtq) and Lβ(qt2rtP) have the same 2-variable Alexander poly-
nomial by Proposition 4.3. If β = S2 Sγ2, then Z/3(3>2,-i)^£)(—1> 2, — 1 , 1, 1,
- 1 , 1, 1, - 1 , - 2 , 1) and Lβ^lt2t3)^D(-ly 1,2, - 1 , ί,' 1, - 2 , 1, - 1 , - 1 , 1).
The former has ίΓdegree 5 and the latter 7 by [11, Theorem 3], and so they are
the desired pair of 2-bridge links.

Fig. 14

5. Closed 3-braids

Let a be a 3-braid and let a[2n; p, q] be the closed 3-knit (A2n aS* a'1
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where Δ2=(5Ί S2 SJ2 is a generator of the center of B3, ri^Z, p, J G Z U {OO},

and z,/=l, 2. Then from Lemma 1.1, we have

Proposition 5.1. If a is a 3-braid and n, p, q^Z, then a[2n;p,q] and
a\2n\ q,p] are skein equivalent.

Proposition 5.2. If a is a 3-braid and py q^Z, then the closed 3-braids
a [0> ~~~?> ~P\ anά r a [0; P> ?L the mirror image of a [0; p, q], are skein equivalent.
In particular, α[0; p} —p] is skein equivalent to its own mirror image.

Proof. ra[0; p,q\ is ambient isotopic to a[0; —p, —q] with its orienta-
tion of every component reversed, which is skein equivalent to a[0; —p, —q]
[19, p. 129]. Thus the proposition follows from Proposition 5.1.

Since a [2n 1, 0] and a [2n 0, 1] are regular isotopic, ΛΛ[2n; oo,0]
:=ΛΛ[2w. 0,oo]=

a~2tt δ, KΛ[2n; l fββ] = a~2n Λ Λ [ 0 ; ltoo], and AΛί2n.«,,!] = a~2n AΛίo; 00,1], from Proposit ion

2.3 we have

Proposition 5.3. Ifm, n^Z3 then AΛί2p. w > w ] — A Λ ί 2 p ; n,mi=a-2p(σM τn—σnrm)

(α [2ιι; p, q])=a-«*+>+<> AΛί2n t p,ql.)

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let us consider the case a=Sl Si"3, i=l9j=2. By Proposi-
tion 5.1, the closed 3-braids <x[2n; p, q] and a[2n; q,p] are skein equivalent.
Since α[0; oo, 1] is 1035 and α[0; 1, oo] is 1022 in the table of Rolfsen [26],
by Proposition 5.3, Aoύί2n;Ptql-AΛί2n;qtPl = a1-2n(σpτq-σq τp) (ί t(1035)-F(1022)).
Lickorish [18] calculated that F(1022)=f=JF(1035), and so by Lemma 2.1,
F(a[2n;p, q])=F(a[2n; q,p]) iff p=q or pq=0. Thus a[2n; p, q]**a[2n; q,p]
iίίp=q orpq=0. In particular, a [0 ρy —p] (α[0; 1, —1] = 1048, see [10, Table])
is skein equivalent to its own mirror image α[0; —p,p], but nonamphicheiral.
Now we combine this with Birman's construction [1]. Let a[0;p, q]=βi and
α[°; 9>P]=β2, &ndp>0>q. Then β^Sl Sϊ* St1 S,1 Si S,1 S1 S

q

2

+ι and β2

=S1 Sj2 Sλ S
9

2

+1 Si S2

2 St1 Sj1 are alternating principal braids, each of which
has the exponent sum p+q. If />+?=6rΦθ, r^Z, then by [1, Proposition 2],
βί" and (Δ4r βJιY=a\Ar\ —p9 — q],i=ί, 2, have the same Jones polynomial
but have distinct signatures: the former has 6r, and the latter 2r. Therefore the
four 3-braid knots a[0;p, q]> a[0> q,p], a[4r; —py —q]y a[4r;—q,— p] have the
same Jones polynomial, and so the same 2-variable Jones and Q polynomials
[10, 21, 22], but they have mutually distinct Kauffman polynomials [22, Sect. 14].

Proposition 5.4. If a is a 3-braid and p, q^Z, then

<a[0;p, j]> - A>+<{(-A-y+(-A-γ+A*+A-4

+ ( l - ( - ^ - ψ ) (l-(-A-y) (-A2-A-2)-\a[0; oo, oo]» .

In particular, <α[0; 1, — l])=ζoc[0; oo, oo]>.
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Since α[0; oo, oo] is a connected sum of two 2-bridge knots or links, com-
bining this proposition with Theorem 6 or 7 in [13], or Theorem 1, we might
construct arbitrarily many closed 3-braids with the same Jones polynomials.
The following example shows the possibility.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let a1=a(ly 1, —1), a2=a(—1, 1, 1), a3=β(ly 1, —1), and
<24=/3(— 1, 1, 1), where a=S2 Sr3 and β=S2 5r 2. Then the four diagrams of
2-bridge knots GΛ0 ί = l , 2, 3, 4, have the same bracket polynomial, see [13,
Lemma 6.2]. Thus the four 3-braid knots (αf 5 ! αΓ1 SfΓ w i t h P> ? o d d h a v e

the same bracket polynomial and the same exponent sum by Proposition 5.4.
However we can see that the four knots (a{ S2 aϊ1 S2

3)^ have distinct Kauffman
polynomials applying [22, Theorem 12.2] by a calculation of computer.

REMARK. Let β be a pure 3-braid and let β[ί/m, 1/τz], m, n^Z{J {oo}, be
the knot or link as shown in Fig. 15. For m=0 and oo, we interpret \\m as oo
and 0, respectively. The family of knots KPw9 in [12] is β[lβp, 1/2?] and K(a, b)
in [13, Sect. 4] is β[-\jay-Ijb] with β = S2

2Sτ2. If either m=oo or
72= oo, then yS[l//w, 1/n] is the trivial 2-component link, so we can show that
/3[l/m, l/rc]~/3[l/m', \jn'] if m+n=m'+n' and m==m', n=n' (mod 2), see [13,
Proposition 4.3]. Using Proposition 2.4, we have </3[l/m, l/w]>=^"WI"Λ«/3
[oo, oo]>-l+(-^ 4 )^ + «) , in particular, </8[l/m, -l/iff]>=<i9[oo, oo]>, see [13,
Proposition 4.2].

Fig. 15

For a 3-braid a, leta[2n;p, q, r, s] be the closed 3-knit (A2n aSp

2 a'1 Si aSr

2

a-ιs\y.
Proposition 5.5. // a is a 3-braid of the form (Sb

2i Sfc—) ("-S2

b2 Sτbή

and n, p, q, r, s^Z, then

J p,q,r,sl ~ -^-eύhn ', p,s,r,ql

Proof. Let a[2n;py q]=(aSp

2 a'1 Sl)A. Since AΛί2n;Ptl,r,o\=Ki2n P,o,r,ύ=

Kl2n p+r9lh Kl2n I /M.r.oo]^"2* K(p,l.r) = a~2* K(r,l,p) = Kl2n I p,~.r.ύ b Y Proposition
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4.1, and AΛι2n;Pιoo,r,oi=ΛΛι2n',p,o,r,ooi=a~2n AΛ(P+r)y the equation follows from Pro-
position 2.3.

If a=(S2i Si* ) (—Sr*a Sr*1)* t h e n ^ e mirror image of the closed 3-braid
a[0; p, q, r, s] is ambient isotopic to a[0; —s, — r, — qy —p] with the orientation
of every component reversed. Thus from Propositions 5.1 and 5.5, we have

Proposition 5.6. // a=(Sb

2ι Sfr—) (—57*2 Sτbή, then the closed 3-braids
a[0;p,q, —p, —q] and its mirror image are skein equivalent and have the same
Kauffman polynomial.

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let us consider the case a=S2

2 Sγ2. J. Murakami [23,
Proposition (2.4.7)] shows that or [0; 1, 3, — 1 , 1] and α[0; 1, 1, — 1, 3] are not
ambient isotopic considering the Jones polynomials of their 3-ρarallel links with
the help of computer. By the above proposition, a[0;p,q, —p, —q] and its
mirror image are skein equivalent and have the same Kauίfman polynomial.
But α[0; p, qy -p, - j ] » ( 5 | Sγ2 St1 ST1 S2 Sϊ2 SΓ1 ST1 S2 ST1 S2 S\~P S2

2 SΪ1

S2S\~q)A, so a[0;py q, — p, — q] and its mirror image have distinct normal
forms, if p>q>0, see [24]. In fact we can show that a[0; 2, 1, —2, —1] is
nonamphicheiral using the above method of J. Murakami.

REMARK. Birman [1, Lemma 4] discovered a family of pairs of closed 3-
braids with the same Jones polynomial and the exponent sum. Morton and
Short [20] calculate the Jones polynomials of the 2-cable knots of some of them
and J. Murakami [22, Sect. 14] calculates the Kauffman polynomials to dis-
tinguish them. Note that the Jones polynomial of the 2-parallel link of a knot
K is produced from the Kauffman polynomial of K [29], so the Jones polynomial
of the 2-cable knot of K is also produced from the Kauffman polynomial of K.
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